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NAME Kim Blunt
LIVES Tighes Hill
FAMILY Daughter Heidi, son Krystyan
BACKGROUND + EXPERIENCE
Kim grew up in Oyster Bay in the south of Sydney before moving
to Maitland and attending Maitland Girls High. She then returned
to Sydney where she worked in the Family Law Courts of Australia
before following more artistic pursuits and retraining at the
University of Newcastle. A Bachelor of Visual Arts was soon
followed by a Bachelor of Fine Arts (Hons) and a Diploma of
Education. She started work at Maitland Regional Gallery when
it was housed in Brough House and helped in the move to the
current premises here in High Street. While the Gallery was closed
from May 2008 to August 2009 for renovation and extension, she
travelled under a Gordon Darling Scholarship to fifteen Australian
galleries in a planning research mission. She met with various art
professionals to consult on strategies to bring the Gallery forward
to meet the demands of the growing community of Maitland. The
café space, gallery exhibiton space design and education spaces
owe a legacy of debt to Kim’s research and planning. Kim’s current
duties include the design and programming of exhibitions within
the Gallery on a local, national and international level. This involves
research, design, planning and liasing with hundreds of artists and
curators, with exhibitions now booked until February 2021.

IN HER OWN WORDS
I joined the team at Maitland City Council as an art gallery attendant
back in 2002 and it feels like I have been on a steep learning curve
ever since! It has been an amazing 15 year ride and I hope I still
have not only a lot to offer but indeed a lot to learn. Some days life
at MRAG is just endlessly sitting in front of a computer but other

COMMITTEE

days I am painting walls, meeting and working with fabulous artists
or members of the community, playing around with other people’s
artwork, telling stories, researching and writing but mostly what
we do is lots and lots of future planning. I wonder sometimes if my
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dread of the years passing by so quickly is somehow exacerbated
by the fact that my head is constantly in the future plan for MRAG.
When I look back at where we came from (in 2002) to where we are
now my head is spinning; when I look to the future for MRAG what I
see is blinding. MRAG is what is it because of the art and the artists,
the staff past and present, the governments at all levels but mostly
importantly because of the community who support and engage
with the spaces and all they hold.

Holly Fisher-Bidwell
COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVE: Loretta Baker
MRAG REPRESENTATIVE: Brigette Uren
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FROM THE CHAIRPERSON

BY DR JAN NOBEL AM

SAVE THE DATE
THURSDAY 19 OCTOBER 2017
MRAGM Annual General Meeting
FRIDAY 1 DECEMBER 2017
MRAGM Christmas Party

MRAGM stall at Olive Tree Market with MRAGM Committee Members Andrea Pugh, Holly Fisher-Bidwell & Dr Jan Nobel, 22 July 2017

Almost Spring – and time to note end of year events specifically

Regarding the proposed move to an incorporated association;

for Members: the Annual General Meeting and the Christmas Party.

as Chairperson I met with the General Manager of Maitland City

Members tend to shy away from Annual Meetings – please don’t as

Council, Mr David Evans in early June. The General Manager

again this year we will have a guest speaker: 2016 guest speaker

believes that there are a number of initiatives which, if introduced

Carolyn McKay, a Member artist, researcher and academic gave

by Council, could address the matters of concern to the Members

a most interesting talk on how her parallel careers in academia

Committee, notably independent management of Committee

and the visual arts enabled her to link contemporary and

finances including management of interest on monies invested

historical criminal justice issues through art –a most unusual and

through Council, taxation exemption and Charitable Organisation

interesting presentation.

status. As council elections are due in September there may be no

The Committee aims to again add value to the Annual General
Meeting (AGM) and this year Catherine Croll, curator and artist is
to address the meeting. Catherine is Founding Director of Cultural

further progress on this matter until the new council is elected and
rightly so, given the composition of Council may be considerably
changed and there will be a new mayor.

Partnerships, Australia, and for the past 10 years she has facilitated

Recruitment of new members and retention of current members

and managed many large cultural exchange programs between

continues to be a key focus of the Committee. In the members’

China and Australia. The majority of these projects have focused

survey we conducted in 2016, two most frequently cited reasons

upon developing greater awareness and understanding of Australian

for membership were supporting the arts in the community, and

Indigenous cultures in China, and Chinese cultures in Australia.

shop discounts! Word of mouth is a most effective way to introduce

Note in your diary Thursday 19th October, the AGM at Maitland
Regional Art Gallery. Drinks and refreshments will be served at
5.30pm with the meeting to commence at 6pm. The meeting,

others to these benefits and continue to provide, on your behalf,
support for activities such as Free Art Sunday (all year round!) and
Free Art January, two excellent community services.

which will not be long, will be followed by the guest speaker.

The Committee continually monitors trends in membership, new

The other event to be noted in your diary is the Members Christmas

members, renewals and types of membership with the goal of

Party on Friday 1st December at the Maitland Regional Art Gallery.

identifying ways to increase retention and recruit new members.

Last year’s long table buffet and local guitarist Dave Wells led to a

Please help by encouraging others to join MRAG Members enabling

wonderful sense of fellowship in art amongst the members and we

them to share the benefits and MRAG Members to continue to

hope to see you again this year for another night of fun and friendship.

support the Gallery’s community arts education program.

MYOB and XERO specialists

s
FOR A REFRESHING AND PROACTIVE APPROACH
TO BUSINESS SPEAK WITH US
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FROM THE CULTURAL DIRECTOR

BY BRIGETTE UREN

Derek Kreckler in conversation, Saturday 5 August 2017

“Use what talents you possess; the woods would be very silent
if no birds sang there except those that sang best.”
- Henry Van Dyke

On the eve of the Tegel Bus Trip, MRAG and the Rotary Club
of Maitland Sunrise present the 5th Annual Art & Dementia
Fundraiser, this year themed A Musical Feast and generously
sponsored by Walka Grange Lifestyle Village. With a banquet fit

My mother introduced this quote to me recently and I have thought
of it several late nights since. In a world so focused on excellence,
being the most brilliant, the most acclaimed, most popular, the
most anything, Van Dyke’s few words are a stunning reminder of
the capacity anyone can contribute, and the impact this can have
when we connect with others.

for kings, live musical performances, and hosted by 1233 ABC
Newcastle’s Paul Bevan in conversation with music guru David
Banney, this event will be the most spectacular Art & Dementia
Fundraiser held to date. Tickets are only $50 and represent
outstanding value given there will be African Drummers, the
University of Newcastle Conservatorium of Music String Quartet,
Male vocal ensemble Quintus – and one for the heart strings, the

Spring birdsong will echo throughout MRAG this season. The

Nillo Infants School Year 2 Music Group. We are thrilled to include

atmosphere of the Olive Tree Market on 25 September will be

Nillo Infants in this epic event, not only for the innocent choral

preceded by the inaugural ‘Grow Up!’ art and music festival on

song they will bring to the night, but that some of Maitland’s

th

Saturday the 16 , initiated exclusively by DIY event organiser

youngest will be directly contributing to uplifting the spirits of

NoFi Collective (details pg 10). We are delighted to be partnering

some of Maitland’s most vulnerable. So if the Gallery’s talent is

with NoFi Collective to provide a platform for creative ingenuity led

to use art as a catalyst to unite a community together in song

by young people and I credit their initiative to bring this dynamic

that is a gallery we should all be proud to be a member of.

th

event to Maitland. October following is then one of the most
vibrantly-lit months on the MRAG calendar this year; the MRAG
Members AGM with special guest, Catherine Croll, followed in
quick succession by two bus trips – one a Member exclusive to

In advance of the AGM, I wish to acknowledge the efforts of all
the committee for their time & contribution to MRAG life, particularly
longest serving committee member, Councillor Loretta Barker.

the private home of Lionel Lindsay patrons and now MRAG
donors, Max and Nola Tegel.
As an extension of friendship, on Saturday 21st October, Max and
Nola welcome the MRAG Members to their beautiful garden (roses
are a must-see!), private gallery, as well as their own personal
home and art collection - if you think the Lindsays are great, wait
till you see what they won’t part with! I even managed to persuade
Nola to open her own art studio, for it is so lovely to hear her talk
about paint, her travels and inspiration, as the birds call to each
other in the trees beyond.

ARTEL
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FROM THE COLLECTION

BY CHERYL FARRELL

Zhou Peichun, Chinese Book excerpts, c.1885, watercolour on paper, 25.5 x 36cm (each page)
Donated to Maitland Regional Art Gallery in 2014

Can you imagine what it was like to visit Beijing in 1885? The

Zhou Peichun created many albums of paintings for sale to

streets vibrant with colourful flags and lanterns, bustling with

Western foreigners and there are similar albums by Zhou Peichun

horses and carriages, with people repairing fans, selling pots and

in museums around the world including the Victoria and Albert

pans, bowls and belts, tofu and trumpets. Craftsmen of calligraphy

Museum London, Philadelphia Museum of Art and the National

and candle makers next to barbers and doctors, performing dogs

Library of Australia.

and trainers of mice, acrobats and musicians, beggars and clowns,
all filling the streets and competing for the attention of traders,

This book comprises five albums of more than 200 paintings,

children and finely dressed ladies.

each album bound separately, but all encased within a silk bound

The MRAG Collection holds many treasures that tell stories of new

has a different focus: street signs and signboards with colourful

and old histories, of places imagined and real. One such treasure

hanging banners and lanterns; modes of transport with images of

is a book of delicate and brilliantly colourful paintings depicting the

horses with carriages and carts and processions with palanquins;

daily life and activities of Qing Dynasty China. Much like postcards,

military regalia with images of soldiers carrying colourful

the paintings were created to inform a Western audience about the

flags and demonstrating combat skills with swords and guns;

exotic culture and way of life in Beijing and the provinces during

professions and trade with images of vendors selling all types of

the late 19th century.

wares, performers and acrobats, beggars and worshippers; and

This book was donated to the Gallery in 2014 by a local resident
who had owned this gem for more than fifty years. He wanted
to donate the book to a museum where it could be cared for and

cover, secured with two bone clasps. Each of the five albums

then there is the album of punishment and torture, a macabre
set of images detailing the many and varied violent penalties and
executions inflicted as punishment for particular crimes.

preserved, and shared with generations into the future. Knowing

Despite some of the confronting imagery, the book is beautiful. The

that Maitland Regional Art Gallery (MRAG) collected Asian

pages of the albums are made of paper that is delicate and fragile,

artworks he (thankfully) felt that MRAG was best place! To help us

yet the colour has remained vibrant. Each page features a finely

understand the significance of this gift MRAG engaged Asian art

detailed ink and gouache image, with calligraphy describing the

specialist Marjorie Ho in Melbourne to assess the book. Marjorie

image to one side and the red stamp of the artist in the lower left

was able to translate some of the calligraphy, identify the artist

corner. On some of the pages there is a pencil notation in German,

and provide us with leads to continue our research.

likely to be a translation made by a previous owner, as the book’s

This book was created by the artist Zhou Peichun in Canton
(Guangzhou) between 1880 and 1900 in the late Qing Dynasty

known provenance goes back to Germany shortly after the
Second World War.

China. China was viewed as an exotic, faraway place to Westerners

There are many stories within these pages and the opportunities

and there was a curiosity about the culture and way of life. Canton

for research and display are endless. Photography of the entire

was a major trading port at this time and consequently a market

book has just been completed and we hope to share more of this

for mementos, such as these books, was created and supplied by

book in the near future.

studios of local artisans who became known as ‘export painters’.
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SPRING EXHIBITIONS

BY KIM BLUNT

Colarts Studio/Frank Hurley, All that is left of the long wall of the Cloth Hall c1920, hand-coloured photographon loan from the State Library of New South Wales

mark the 100 year anniversary of the Battle of Passchendaele

Photographs are not what they seem

and the involvement and loss of many Australian soldiers from
Maitland. The exhibition Passchendaele: photography and the

The picture may distort; but there is always a presumption

moving image in battle will open the door to consider the various

that something exists or did exist which is like the picture

styles of photography of the day such as studio photography and

– Susan Sontag, On Photography

photographic manipulation, like hand colouring or composite
imagery, with a focus on the photography of Hurley and his

Many theorists have written extensively about the precarious

contemporaries. Also featured in this exhibition will be some of the

nature of a photograph. In its simplest form a photograph is
1

(a reaction of light to make) an image of something onto a thin
object (usually paper). Even an attempt at a supposedly simple
description is not so simple!

many stories and portraits of those soldiers who travelled from
this region and fought at Passchendaele.
The curators of the exhibition have also worked in partnership with

However, it is worth considering the nature of a photograph and
the images they depict. For what purpose was a photograph made
and how does the context it has, or doesn’t have, impact on how
you interpret it? Cropped, staged, selected, enlarged, reduced,
colour or monochrome (I won’t even open the Photoshop door) the
images represented in photographs are neither real nor false!
In research conducted for a new MRAG exhibition that will open
in October, I have had cause to reconsider and remind myself of
the duplicity of photographs. Frank Hurley was to become one
of Australia’s best known early photographers. At the height of
the First World War in 1917 and aged 32 years old, Hurley joined
the Australian Imperial Forces (AIF) as an official Australian
war photographer. Already a celebrated photographer, Hurley

curators from the Australian War Memorial (AWM) and, excitingly,
the exhibition will include original material (artefacts, photographs
and film) from the AWM, the State Library of NSW and the National
Library of Australia. As well there will be many reproduced digital
images including images made by local camera houses.
The exhibition aims to ask a lot from the audience and, hopefully,
challenge and question not only photography in battle and the
impact of war but also the very nature of photography.
Passchendaele: Photography and the Moving Image in Battle
14 October 2017 to 28 January 2018
Maitland Regional Art Gallery
Hours: Tuesday to Sunday, 10am to 5pm

used his time as a member of the AIF to take and ‘create’ many

Maitland’s Own

iconic images of the various battles where he was stationed.

28 September to 26 November 2017

Under the scrutiny and watchful eye of the censors, his bosses

Brough House, Church Street, Maitland

and colleagues, Hurley set about recording the soldiers and the

Hosted by Maitland Regional Museum Group

battlefields as he saw them.

Hours: Saturdays and Sundays, 10am to 3pm

In conjunction with historian/curator Janis Wilton and Cultural
Director Emeritus Joe Eisenberg, I have been researching and
working towards curating an exhibition for MRAG which will

ARTEL

1
Susan Sontag, On Photography, John Berger, Understanding a photograph
edited and introduced by Geoff Dyer, and Walter Benjamin The Work of Art
in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction to name but a few.
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MEET A MEMBER OF INTEREST

BY CATHERINE KINGSMILL

Stephen Troy, The Antique Room, 276 High Street, Maitland

From an early age, Stephen Troy was drawn to fine arts. He grew

276 High Street Maitland. Hours are Thursday to Sunday, 11.00am

up in Sydney with his mother and aunt who worked as couture

to 5.00pm. Members are encouraged to pop in and peruse this

dressmakers from home. There was always something creative

beautiful shop and talk to Stephen about the art of decorating - he

happening in the house, from design to gardening and cooking.

is a wealth of knowledge and happy to share his love of art with

Encouraged by teachers who had spotted his precocious and

fellow MRAG Members.

prodigious talent, Stephen attended adult oil painting classes
from the age of nine. For many years his Saturdays were spent
painting en plein air at a variety of bushland and harbourside

DID YOU KNOW...

locations throughout Sydney. Stephen went on to work at the
iconic Searles Floristry in King Street Sydney while studying
interior decoration at night.
At the age of 17, Stephen was awarded the Interflora Designer
of the Year in both junior and senior categories. He remains
the youngest person and the first male to receive this award.
This award led to him being subcontracted by David Jones as
a consultant for major events such as fashion shows, charity
spectaculars and the world renowned Spring Flower Show.
Many of you may recall those heady days in the 1980s where
their Elizabeth Street store rivalled Harrods and Bergdorf
Goodman as “The Most Beautiful Store In the World”. Through word
of mouth after his work as a stylist for magazines, films, large

The Australian Decorative & Fine Arts Society,
Pokolbin, offers 8 lectures per year by
internationally acclaimed experts. Lectures are
presented at Cessnock Performing Arts Centre.
After each lecture, members and visitors
mingle with the lecturer and like-minded
people over supper and local wines.
Lectures commence at 7.00pm and
cost $25 for guests.
The next three lectures are:
•

Monday 28 August – Tantrums and
Tiaras by Nigel Bates

•

Monday 25 September – Have Easel,
Will Travel: Painting in the Open Air
by Ghislaine Howard

•

Monday 30 October – 20th Century
English Gardens by James Bolton.

special events and international photo shoots, Stephen rose to
prominence as one of Sydney’s leading interior designers.
Stephen moved to the Hunter in 1985 after purchasing a weekend
getaway, Pinehurst, once owned by his friend Margaret Olley.
He permanently relocated to Maitland in the 1990s and travelled
to Sydney for large commissions. Like many artists, Stephen has
been an avid collector over the years with a particular interest
in textiles and one-off decorator pieces. He is currently the

For more information on ADFAS:
visit www.adfaspokolbin.org.au or contact Judy on 0409 986 565

proprietor of The Antique Room, just along from the Gallery at
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MEET OUR MEMBER ARTIST

BY CATHERINE KINGSMILL

(left) Barry Maitland in his studio
(right) Barry Maitland, Gap Creek 2 (detail), 2015, oil on canvas, 76 x 122cm

Barry Maitland’s extraordinary life has been marked by dramatic

started a new life – as a crime novelist. Barry recalls a school visit

shifts of career, style and country of residence. Prodigious talent,

in the early 1960s from John McGrath, a charismatic novelist and

coupled with rigorous dedication, has led him to the top of the field

screenwriter for the series Z Cars. This tiny memory answered

in each of his pursuits.

the need for change, and armed with a copy of Metropolitan Police
forensic methodology, Barry commenced researching and writing

Barry was born in Paisley, Scotland, during World War II.

the first in a series of the internationally acclaimed Brock & Kolla

After the war his father, an architect with the British Army,
moved the family to London. Rather than immediately follow in
his father’s footsteps, Barry spent a year at art school. Enrolled
alongside the likes of Keith Richards during the heady heyday of
Carnaby Street, he recalls great teachers and viewings of private
galleries where he was introduced to the work of John Bratby,
Picasso, Jackson Pollock and Richard Diebenkorn. Encouraged

crime novels set in Britain. More recently, Barry’s art has been
focused closer to home. His 2016 MRAG exhibition, The Forest
Floor, took inspiration from Hunter Valley bushland and these
works on paper and canvas are at once flamboyant and familiar,
embracing conceptual and figurative aspects of the Australian
bush with the scrutiny of a forensic expressionist.

by his father, Barry hitchhiked in his teens to the Netherlands for

Barry’s latest crime trilogy, Cricifixion Creek, Ash Island and

a Van Gogh exhibition. Barry had always loved painting and

Slaughter Park, is available from McDonalds bookstore here in

this time at art school engendered an internal quest between

Maitland, where John Partridge has a number of signed copies

abstraction and realism.

available for a small discount to members of Maitland Regional

The following year, Barry switched to Architecture at Cambridge.
In sharp contrast to the freedom of abstract expressionism, his
metier now focused on draughting with an absolute requirement
for exactitude. Barry’s keen sense of community steered him to
innovative, government-funded projects designing whole towns
of social housing. After a move to the University of Sheffield
and more years of designing, working and gaining a PhD, Barry
happened upon an advert in the Times for the position of Chair of
Architecture at the University of Newcastle, Australia. He moved to
central Newcastle in 1984 and took up this position.

Art Gallery. I cannot recommend them highly enough- a definite
page-turner!

Another string to Barry Maitland’s bow is his passion
for the architectural history of the Hunter.
Barry will be delivering the Harry Boyle Memorial Heritage
Lecture, on the subject of the Pender Architectural Practice,
at Brough House, Maitland on 15 September 2017 at 6.00pm.
Booking enquiries can be made to
Dr Janece McDonald on 49334450.

The Newcastle Earthquake of 1989, with its apocalyptic scenes of
destruction, military intervention, curfew and casualties proved
to have a profound effect on Barry. He moved to Maitland and

ARTEL
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+ Big Bam Boom drumming group
+ The University of Newcastle,
Conservatorium of Music,
String Quartet
+ Nillo Infants, Year 2 music class
+ Quintus male vocal ensemble

+ Big Bam Boom drumming group
+ Big +
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group
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University
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Complemented by painter
Linda Greedy and ceramicist
Katherine Mahoney

Complemented by painter
Complemented
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Linda Greedy
and ceramicist
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Mahoney
Katherine Mahoney
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Tickets available via www.maitlandticketing.com.au from 1st September 2017
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MEET THE MAKER | Ellie Hannon

BY ASHLEY GRANT

(left) Ellie Hannon (right) One of Ellie’s wonderful ceramic works

Here in the Gallery Shop we are getting excited about the months to

Are you intrigued? We certainly are. Be sure to make the Gallery Shop

come, so much so that we have nearly finished ordering the most

a destination when visiting MRAG this Spring, as always we look

incredible range of artisan work and products to inspire (did someone

forward to welcoming you!

say Christmas… shopping!!?). Now is the time that many of our
hardworking artists are pulling late nights and making like crazy
to deliver all things unique and special to our shelves. One artist
that most certainly has a busy Spring ahead is Ellie Hannon.

Would you like to meet Ellie?
Keep an eye out on the November MRAG monthly flyer for details
on this Meet the Maker opportunity.

Visiting the Gallery Shop this festive season will be an experience
with an installation created by Hannon inviting you to look up and in.
It is sure to be something different and we can’t wait!
Newcastle-based Hannon notes that her work ‘traverses the fields
of painting, drawing, ceramics and assemblage… seeking to create a
poetic relationship between combinations of elements and materials.’
This approach nearly sees her practice split into two camps. The
first being what some might think a more traditional or conventional
practice of taking brush to board and the other a more eclectic,
contemporary line of ceramic sculptural pots and jewellery. It is her
multidisciplinary approach that sees these two worlds merge at
times, which as an onlooker is simultaneously exciting and inspiring.
As a person Hannon is bright (in both senses) and layered so it is
no surprise that her work also epitomises these characteristics.
Exploring memory and experience while reflecting on themes of
values, beliefs, possessions and the environment, Hannon touches on
how this alters within each cultural framework.
Her current ceramic range Fellow by Ellie (available now in the Gallery
Shop) reflects the personal experience of Hannon’s where she was
often comforted from a young age by Worry Dolls (an ancient tradition
from Guatemala where tiny handmade dolls become a remedy for
worry). She would then ironically lose these dolls and worry about
them! The only cure was for her to start making her own unique and
personable, face necklaces and homewares to give or sell as an item
of comfort and support to others.

ARTEL
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SOCIAL GALLERY

Cool Art July Workshop, July School Holidays 2017

Cool Art July Workshop, July School Holidays 2017

MRAGM Committee Members Andrea Pugh, Brigette Uren & Holly Fisher-Bidwell

Gaye Shield and Julie Hosking

Olive Tree Market, 22 July 2017

Derek Kreckler in conversation, 5 August 2017

Visitors making music in Sylvia Ray’s exhibition Play

top to bottom L - R: Jenny Tubby, MRAG Curators Kim Blunt and
Cheryl Farrell, Sylvia Ray, Gaye Shield, Anne Maree-Hunter,
Clr Loretta Baker, Julie Hosking, Brigette Uren & Derek Kreckler

Maitland Regional Art Gallery is proudly supported by:
Maitland Regional Art Gallery
is a service of Maitland City
Council and supported by
the NSW Government
through Create NSW.
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Tickets: $50 each | $90 couple
available via www.maitlandticketing.com.au

Lionel Lindsay donors
Max & Nola Tegel
generously invite you
to their private home,
garden and gallery in
Cobbitty, NSW.

Excursion includes a tour of their...
Extensive garden
Private gallery
Personal home collection
Nola’s art studio
Picnic lunch
Great company & more!

Lionel Lindsay, Spring (detail), 1936, wood engraving, printed in black ink on paper, 15.1 x 21.6cm. Donated to the
Maitland Regional Art Gallery Collection under the Australian Government’s Cultural Gifts Program by Max and Nola
Tegel in 2016. © the Estate of Lionel Lindsay. By permission of the National Library of Australia. Maitland Regional Art
Gallery is a service of Maitland City Council and supported by the NSW Government through Create NSW.

230 High St Maitland NSW 2320 | 02 4934 9859 | mrag.org.au

